
Statistics eXplorer – Data Access 

Introduction 
Statistics eXplorer and the visualization system behind it are tailored to utilize different types of data 

input. The modular architecture allows application designers to replace the part that connects the 

data source to the visualizations with their own implementation. Statistics eXplorer utilize a 

collection of text and xml files to pre-load data, but it also has a secondary mechanism in which users 

can input their own data granted that they follow the format guidelines. A custom application could 

in the same way rely of different data sources, be it pre formatted data or a direct data base 

connection. 

 

Statistics eXplorer 

Pre-loaded 

The most common way users’ access data in an eXplorer application is either through loading a story 

designed by the application owner, or by browsing the pre-loaded library of indicators. By making 

sure that stories present some illuminating examples of the data, and that the available indicators all 

have relevance to the target users, we can avoid users getting overwhelmed by information. After 

exhausting the possibilities of pre loaded data, advanced users can move into finding additional 

sources of information and return to input those into eXplorer using the external data tool. 

External data 

For the common geographical boundaries, mainly countries, there are countless data sets on any 

number of subjects. Building an eXplorer application for each and everyone is not only a daunting 

task, but also very inconvenient as users would be confused by the sheer number of options available 

to them. This is where the external data interface comes in, available in eXplorer in the menu 

“Indicators->Load your own data”. Following the same format as the pre loaded txt files, users can 

simply take any data with the same geographical basis and input it into eXplorer. The new data can 

either be viewed independently or together with the data already loaded. 



Format 

The Statistics eXplorer indicator data file uses a simple text format encoded with Unicode characters 

(common .txt) that can be created in any spreadsheet editor, such as Microsoft Excel.  Metadata is 

added in the first rows that describe general information about the indicators such as “name to show 

in eXplorer”, number of decimals, longer name, captured year etc. The picture below represents a 

sample file where the six first rows correspond to the metadata and the following rows correspond 

to the actual indicator data. 

 

Database Connections 
While Statistics eXplorer doesn’t have its own data base interface, its data is almost always 

generated from a data base. Having a direct connection has its advantages, but the wide range of 

possible data base implementations out there made this impossible for a generic tool such as 

eXplorer. To keep the data interface as flexible as possible, mainly to facilitate the use of different 

web servers, eXplorer stores all data in simple text and xml format. The simplicity also allows for 

simple manual edit if needed, or larger automated processes for bigger sets of data. 

Custom Applications 
While eXplorer is the primary visualization system, it is built on an architecture designed for fast 

application development. Adding a direct data base interface to such an application is much easier, 

as the target server would be known. 

SDMX Interface 
Supporting many types of connections is as stated previously quite difficult in an application with so 

many different users. What instead needs to be done is to develop towards solutions that can be 

generalized to works towards multiple types of data bases. One such effort is the SDMX data format, 

Statistical Metadata Exchange which aims to create a standard format for communicating and 

sharing statistical data. NCVA is developing an SDMX interface designed for Statistics eXplorer 

applications in collaboration with OECD, aiming to add this functionality to the platform in the future. 


